Wood Prefab Wall Systems

Better - Faster - Easier

Manufacturing and construction partner for

ROK-ON
At SIS Panels, you will see how we build quality into our products every step of the way. Each of our five stations is computer guided. A key factor in our delivery of consistent quality.

- All top and bottom plates and components for window and door openings are precision cut to exacting tolerances.
- All corners, headers, beams and lintels are precisely manufactured.
- Assemblies for rough openings of door and window components are readied.
- All studs and components are assembled on the framing table.
  - Guided by a laser and light bar, all wall panels are assembled error free.
    - Rough openings for windows and doors are cut out of sheathing.
    - The panels are squared and the sheathing is applied to the studs with the necessary extensions for corners or panel connections as required.
      - The sheathing is accurately nailed to the studs using a laser guided gang nailer.

We are the Wood Prefab Wall and Floor Specialists!
THE BUILT IN BENEFITS OF BUILDING USING PRE-FAB WALLS & FLOORS

1. Shorter construction times reduce labor costs and accelerate completion dates
2. Superior construction
3. No costly overruns, as prices are guaranteed up front
4. Real price protections, timely delivery and meaningful warranty
5. Less waste in the factory and on the job site reduces material costs, cleanup costs and environmental impact.
6. Job site theft is minimized. (it’s difficult to walk off with a full wall)
7. Quicker occupancy.
8. Better quality control.

WE SPECIALIZE IN CUSTOM DESIGN!
In an industry with some of the most strict building standards, having peace of mind knowing your customers will have the very best in quality control means everything. All major wall components are manufactured in a climate-controlled factory, well protected from the elements. The results; using state-of-the-art computerized equipment and superior materials, we ensure consistent quality in our precision-built prefab walls and floors.

1. Significantly less warping, shrinking, twisting and swelling
2. Straighter walls with fewer nail pops and corner or ceiling cracks
3. Doors and windows that fit the way they were intended, requiring fewer adjustments.

The foremost benefit, to say the least, is a happier, more satisfied customer!

**Better - Faster - Easier**

**We supply and install complete framing packages!**
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